
THE FUTURE OF POWER
PREMIUM POWER SOCKETS



What is Line8
Premium Power Sockets, Sockets that move with your appliances.

In essence, Line8 is a linear power rail where 
power outlets can be added, removed and 
repositioned. The convenience it brings 
together with the added safety and 
integration with AV & Data systems means 
that

Never run out of power outlets

They are always where you need them

Save cost on electrical renovation

Your investment moves with you

Added safety over conventional power outlets

Eco friendly with no standby current

Integrated data and power, eliminating messy
cabling

THE BENEFITS

KEY FEATURES

Interlocking Safety Switch - Locked in place when On, Free to move when Off

Install in minutes - It can also be installed over any existing power socket without
hacking

Customise tracks - To the millimeter with various finishing choices;

Straightforward - Pricing and ordering process

Maintenance-Free & Long Lifespan - No rubber or moving parts

Modular Terminals - For Smart Home, loT and Remote Monitoring



Why Choose Line8
Technologically Advanced and More Beautiful in Many Ways

MORE PLUGS PER METER

SAFER

FINGERPROOF OPENING

CUSTOM LENGTH & FINISHES

SMOOTH EFFORTLESS PREMIUM 
ENGAGEMENT

MADE TO LAST

PREMIUM MATERIALS

WIFI BASED IOT

MADE IN SINGAPORE
We’re proud to be 100% 
Singaporean owned, 100% 
developed in Singapore, a 
100% Singaporean invention

14 plugs per meter

Prevent accidental removal. 
Adaptor is locked in place when 
switched on, safety first, switch off 
before removal

Instead of trying to use rubber flaps to 
hide the danger why not make the 
opening in-accessible to fingers

Any length accurate to 1 mm. 
Wood, marble and metal finishes

Just like a mechanical automatic watch, 
there are no electrics in the track & 
adaptor. No leds to spoil, no chipsets to 
burn. Timeless design to last a decade.

Engineered aluminium with scratch 
resistant surface treatment for tracks. 
Self-healing wear resistant 3M dinoc 
custom finishes. Chemical and wear 
resistant PBT resin for sockets

Supported by Google Home, Amazon 
Alexa, Xiaomi Mi Home, Alibaba Tmall 
Genie, Baidu Xiaodu, Hikvision Ezviz, 
Ewewlink

adaptors fit into tracks smoothly 
without the need for excessive 



The New Way To Plug In
Move power sockets to where you need them
Line8 is an electrical power distribution device which allow us to 
independently add, remove or reposition power sockets giving you 
the flexibility and expandability of having as many power outlets you 
need; at the positions where you need them.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

No 1, Jalan Pelubang 32/200,
Persiaran Kemuning Prima,
Seksyen 32, 40460 Shah Alam,
Selangor, Malaysia

+603 5120 1199

www.line8.com.my

sales@line8.com.my

Black Hairline Anodised

Ivory White Leather

Silver Hairline

Brazilian Rosewood

American Spruce

Indian White Marble

Champagne Gold

Galaxy Blue

Rose Gold

Metallic Gold Foil


